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Upgrade quickly to chip transaction processing 

As an issuer processor or card issuer with in-house processing for card transactions, the ability to authorise new EMV transactions 
before they become business as usual has never been more urgent. In October 2015, the liability for fraudulent transactions, which 
an EMV card and terminal would have prevented, shifts from issuer to merchant in the USA. Meanwhile, criminals will be seeking 
out the easier targets, exposing card issuers that haven’t switched over to EMV, and opening them up to spiralling fraud costs.

EMV authorisations contain a wealth of new information that will help refine your auth decisions and improve risk management – 
if you can process it. EMV cards can also be updated by your auth system – if you have an EMV scripting capability.
EMV Transaction Manager from Proxama delivers these features and more, with minimum impact on any existing operations.

Fast Track migration to EMV Auth

Leverage the investment in your existing systems

Proxama EMV Transaction Manager is designed to work alongside existing transaction processing systems to deliver additional 
EMV capabilities, avoiding full system upgrades and protecting existing investment. Implementing EMV Transaction Manager will 
not require a retro-fit to previous customisations, nor will it require complex end-to-end testing, reducing time to market and 
more quickly preparing organisations for future versions of EMV.

NO NEED FOR A MAJOR UPGRADE 

Proxama EMV Transaction Manager delivers all the features of an advanced EMV solution into an existing transaction processing 
set-up. Even the latest releases of well-known authorisation platforms lack the EMV firepower supported in EMV Transaction 
Manager which boasts advanced data analytics, configurable test outcomes, flexible EMV scripting and even integration with 
third-party fraud and risk management systems. All this in a proven, easy to deploy package that will help you through network 
certification and will need minimal maintenance once installed.

EMV TRANSACTION MANAGER PLACES YOU IN THE DRIVING SEAT

Proxama EMV Transaction Manager is easily scalable across multiple servers and multiple sites to match your existing or future 
system configuration. Current deployments range from single-server sites to enterprise-scale giants with active-active 
installations, such as Fiserv Card Services, processing at up to 1,000 transactions per second. Whatever your entry level, 
Proxama EMV Transaction Manager will grow with your business, both in transactions and the range of products supported.

SCALABILITY TO MATCH AND FUTURE-PROOF YOUR OPERATION

Proxama EMV Transaction Manager upgrades your mag-stripe system to advanced EMV capability

E M V  T R A N S A C T I O N  M A N A G E R



If your organisation’s sights are set on delivering a longer-term business advantage, there are clear benefits in deploying a 
fully-featured EMV solution from the outset, because the common thread running through the roadmap to the future of 

payments is only EMV. EMV is the foundation on which the transacting capabilities of HCE, Apple Pay, Samsung Pay and all other 
popular mobile payment models rely.

EMV Transaction Manager is a component within Proxama’s mobile payment solution, the Digital Enablement Platform (DEP). As 
such, any client who deploys EMV Transaction Manager is already future proofing their solution to support mobile payments, as 

and when they are ready to do so.

Much more than an OBO…

Priced for your business
Proxama offers either a term license or a 
volume-related pricing plan for EMV Transaction 
Manager, allowing you to select which option best 
suits your business model. Pricing is tiered in both 
plans – the higher your volume, the lower the unit 
cost. With a term license, additional capacity need 
only be purchased when your growth demands, and a 
variety of discounts are also available. Proxama 
provides 24×7 support to ensure that your operation 
is available when needed by your customers, and 
on-going maintenance guarantees support for all 
popular EMV apps from the major card brands and 
compliance with network requirements. 

Proxama is an international mobile proximity commerce and payment solutions company. Proxama provides end-to-end 
digital solutions to banks and card issuers to securely transition their card portfolio onto mobile for Near Field Communication 
(NFC) contactless payments as well as solutions for EMV enablement, electronic PIN delivery, tokenisation and card 
issuance management. 

Proxama’s award-winning mobile proximity marketing platform, TapPoint®, enables brands to connect physical and digital 
assets via mobile to increase consumer engagement, retail sales and loyalty across a network of high footfall locations. 

About Proxama

Many OBO (on-behalf-of) services have limitations as they require changes to existing systems, and have limited flexibility in terms 
of new EMV features, carrying out basic crypto processes and sending on magnetic-stripe look-alike authorisations to existing 

systems. This does however have limitations because OBO services will require changes to existing systems and once bought into 
this model, any organisation will be limited in its ability to leverage many of the new opportunities EMV brings. 

At Proxama we believe there is always a positive business case for insourcing an EMV solution. In-sourcing both lowers costs and 
brings additional value. ETM offers much more than both basic EMV and OBO services – an ability to analyse EMV data, ability to 

configure outcomes, EMV scripting for risk management, PIN change or reset, and integration of EMV processing with risk scoring. 

®

EMV – a stepping-stone to mobile

M I G R AT I N G  T O  E M V,  A N D  B E YO N D…

The tech notes
Proxama EMV Transaction Manager comprises a suite of 
enterprise Java modules that run on industry-standard 
hardware, OS and database platforms. It is designed for 
zero downtime operation and supports multiple servers 
and multiple sites in active-active, hot or warm standby 
and disaster recovery configurations.  

Proxama EMV Transaction Manager provides a 
user-friendly environment. Once trained, your 
administrators and operators will be able to configure 
the system for new products, boarding new clients and 
creating new EMV scripts to meet the demands of 
business, customer service and risk management.

Contact Proxama today to learn more about EMV Transaction Manager

or contact us via hellopayments@proxama.com
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